How To: Negotiate with Footage Archives and Get the Rights You Need

For the second installment in our regular series featuring expert advice from professionals in the footage/production community, we asked our friends at Global ImageWorks, Jessica Berman-Bogdan and Cathy Carapella, for some tips on negotiating with footage archives and getting the rights your need. As leaders in both footage licensing and footage research & clearance, Jessica and Cathy are in a unique position to offer insights on this fundamental step in the footage acquisition process.

Footage.net: What would you tell someone who has never licensed footage before?

Global ImageWorks: The best way to negotiate with a footage archive and get the rights you need is for you to know what you need and what you can afford before you approach the archive. If you're a knowledgeable consumer of archival & stock footage, the licensing process will be smooth and straightforward. If you jump into the process without any forethought, information or knowledge, your experience will be less favorable. In 2014 the footage and moving imagery eco-system offers something for everyone at price points that did not exist a decade ago. Do your homework. If you truly have no money, explore the world of microstock and find sources that will license footage for a few dollars. Don't expect to get the money shot, when you have no money.
**FN: What role do rights play in setting a price?**
**GIW: When calculating an appropriate licensing fee, the Grant of Rights (GOR) can account for 50% or more of the equation and, typically, the broader the GOR, the higher the license fee. The type of footage you're licensing and how you plan to incorporate the footage into the new work are also key factors. Often the more unique, one-of-a-kind footage will be licensed for a higher fee.

**FN: What are the key components of a rights grant?**
**GIW: The key components of the rights grant are term, territory and media. The tricky part is defining the "media." At Global ImageWorks, we look at how and where the new work is being viewed or consumed as opposed to the technology that delivers the program.

**FN: Is there a fairly standard set of terms used in the archive business to refer to specific rights or does each archive have its own vocabulary?**
**GIW: The language used in the footage-licensing field has become more or less standardized over the past 5 to 7 years. Spend an hour or so on a few different archives' websites and you can learn the terminology of the trade. If you're consistent with your requests, you'll increase the likelihood of producing consistent results.

**FN: How do you figure out which rights you need?**
**GIW: The primary GOR should run parallel to your known distribution. Secondary, more speculative distribution options can be negotiated up front and then exercised at a later time. If you know where the program will air, tell the archive. You never know, you may qualify for a preferred rate that has been pre-negotiated by a broadcaster.

**FN: Do all producers want All Media Rights?**
**GIW: While footage is licensed by a variety of users who do not request or require broad rights (like museums, corporate videos, educational institutions, public location), most producers of consumer-based programs do ask for all media, worldwide, in perpetuity. Usually, this broad grant of rights is required by broadcasters or distributors.

**FN: How critical is it to clear All Media rights up front?**
**GIW: It's certainly preferable all around to secure all the required rights up front. Securing all rights up front rather than building in multiple step-up options will usually get you a better overall rate. However, it's not always affordable or feasible to do this, especially if there is no distribution mechanism in place.

**FN: What if you can't afford All Media rights?**
**GIW: If you can't afford to secure all rights up front, it's advisable to discuss licensing options with an
archive and have these options included as possible upgrades in the licensing agreement. Options usually have some type of time limitation as to when they can be exercised. It's also helpful to know the costs you'll need to pay to secure additional rights when negotiating with distributors. Narrowing the GOR is another good cost control option. In our experience, oftentimes clients really don't need "theatrical rights," for example. Overall, if you're not required to deliver this broad rights package or if the budget isn't there, don't ask for rights you really don't need.

FN: What if you need to come back at some later date to clear more rights? Are most archives willing to work with you on this?
GIW: Most archives are quite pleased when you come back and are willing to negotiate additional licensing fees in good faith.

FN: Generally speaking, are archives willing to provide the rights you need or are there specific rights or categories of rights that are difficult to clear?
GIW: Footage archives will almost always grant broad rights if you have the budget to acquire them. If there are complicated third party rights or restricted rights, a license agreement might indicate that you will be required to clear such third party rights as required or necessary.

FN: Are the archives willing to negotiate on price?
GIW: Absolutely! Most archives want to have their footage licensed and want to support the production community. Archives can be flexible but only to a point. Keep in mind there's a range within which archives can operate. If you're outside that range, you need to be able to justify why you should get a reduced fee.

FN: How do you generally initiate a conversation about price?
GIW: Before the conversation even begins, educate yourself. Visit the archive's website. Don't begin by saying you have no budget. Know what footage they have and how they charge and if the archive has what you want within a price range you can possibly afford. Fill out the archive's request form or send a thorough request. Both parties need to have the same primary information in front of them when they begin the negotiation.

FN: Should you talk about your budget?
GIW: Yes. The requestor is equally responsible for driving the money talks. Know what you want, know what you have to spend and know when you need it. If an archive asks you to recommend a fee - do so thoughtfully. We, at Global ImageWorks, want to make our clients happy with the licensing fees as well as with our footage. If your offer is reasonable and doable, we will accept the offer and move quickly to close the deal.

FN:
Is it a good idea to focus your order on one archive?
GIW: Volume is definitely one way to bring down your costs.

FN: Are there some best practices you would recommend adopting that tend to lead to better deal making?
GIW: Plan your footage use, costs and schedule in pre-production. Do good research; know who has what content, know what fees to expect and be aware of the other costs you might encounter (i.e. screeners & masters). Know about possible third party rights that will require additional consideration (i.e. music, talent, guilds & unions). Put a plan together for dealing with these in pre-production. Trying to figure this
out towards the end of the project can be very stressful. Know that the "best" deal is not always the one with the lowest fee. Consider consulting with or hiring a professional footage researcher or clearance professional.

About Global ImageWorks
Global ImageWorks is an independent multi-service media business that licenses existing footage for use in new productions. The footage Global ImageWorks licenses was originally created by award winning filmmakers, international correspondents, production companies and includes iconic television programs such as Soul Train and The Dick Cavett Show. Global ImageWorks' award winning Audio-Visual Research and Rights & Clearance teams actively provide research and music clearance services to outside productions.

Footage.net Partner News
Our content partners include some of the best known companies in the stock footage industry, and they have been keeping busy expanding and curating their collections. Keep an eye out as these great new resources make their way onto the Footage.net platform.

StormStock Founder Martin Lisius Authors New Weather Book
StormStock founder and cinematographer Martin Lisius has published a new book titled "The Ultimate Severe Weather Safety Guide," which is currently available as an e-Book on Kindle and Nook, and in paperback. It is scheduled to be released on iBook, which will feature many dramatic and beautiful storm footage clips captured by Lisius.

"I wrote the book to save lives," Lisius said. "It's an in-depth explanation of how people can best protect themselves, and their families, from tornadoes, hurricanes, lightning and other hazards." The new book is available now at Amazon and Barnes & Noble. The iBook will be offered in the Apple iTunes Store in August. Watch the book trailer here.

In addition to the guide, Lisius has rereleased his award-winning documentary "The Chasers of Tornado Alley," which will be available for download from the iTunes Store next week.
Jump In and Join the Soul Train Line at Global ImageWorks
Get on the dance floor and groove with the sensational Soul Train collection, available for licensing through Global ImageWorks.

Entertaining audiences from 1971 - 2006, the Soul Train collection features some of the greatest performances from the decades best artists. From Motown to Pop, to the birth of Hip-Hop, Soul Train has got you covered. See The Jackson 5 perform their top hits. Witness the incredible energy of Ike & Tina Turner. Watch soul-filled performances from Al Green, Marvin Gaye, and Stevie Wonder then fast forward to performances from Grandmaster Flash & The Furious Five, Run-DMC, and LL Cool J.

This collection also includes the Soul Train award shows which feature performances from Justin Timberlake, John Legend, Alicia Keys and many more!

Special Offers from Our Footage Partners
Please take a look at these exciting offers from our footage partners. You'll enjoy some great savings on your next footage order, and get to know some of the world's greatest footage archives.
About Footage.net

Footage.net is the world's premier online resource for stock footage research, providing access to millions of online screening clips and text records. At Footage.net, you can search over 40 world-class footage collections simultaneously, find the best motion content and save time. Footage.net is also home to the Zap Email, a simple, effective tool for instantly transmitting footage requests to over 50 of the world's top footage providers.

Global Footage Search

With Global Search, Footage.net users can simultaneously search 40 of the world's top stock footage archives, find great content and save time. Footage.net provides access to a growing collection of online screening clips as well as millions of detailed text records, giving potential footage customers a simple way to discover and view our partners' content.

Zap Email

Footage.net is home to the Zap Email, a simple, effective tool for instantly transmitting footage requests to 50 of the world's top footage providers. Whether they're up against a deadline or searching for an obscure clip, creative professionals rely on Zap Emails every day to initiate their footage research projects, providing our Zap subscribers with a steady stream of new leads.

Creative Directories

Footage.net exists to help production professionals find footage. But we also want to help creative people find each other. That's why we launched the Footage.net Creative Directories: to help all variety of visual communicators make connections. There are currently two main directories: one for archives and one for creative professionals. A basic listing in either is free.